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So you’ve heard about courtship? It seems like we’re hearing more about it these days as 

Christians question the wisdom of participating in dating as a means to reach marriage. But is 

courtship really a flexible enough alternative to dating? Many of the fictional scenarios presented 

by proponents of courtship seem a little unlikely, just “too perfect.” Maybe you’re wondering 

what a real courtship might look like and how it could possibly work for you or your children. 

Well, we believe through experience that with God’s help, courtship can and does work––even in 

unusual circumstances. This is the true story of how a boy in Oklahoma and a girl in Tanzania 

fell in love. 

Preparing Our Hearts 

Julia: Our story began long before I was of marrying age. Like Samuel of old, my future 

was being considered in the prayers of my parents before I was even conceived. My parents 

lovingly stressed that marrying a Christian was not enough––I needed to marry a truly faithful 

Christian. As a young adult, I purposed to prepare myself for marriage without the distraction of 

“recreational dating.” When my family decided to move to Tanzania, East Africa, and people 

asked my parents, “But how will your kids meet anyone?” they answered that God was bigger 

than oceans; we could trust in Him. I studied about trust in God and contentment a lot, learned 

how to run a household, communicated very openly with my parents, and prayed for God’s will 

to be done. I had recently reached a place where I was at peace with the possibility that my 

“season of singleness” might last a while (perhaps indefinitely) when Mom told me about Lee. 

Lee: Growing up, I didn't know anything about courting as a process. But my parents 

instilled in me many of the Biblical principles that are commonly found in courtship. After a few 

attempts at dating, I decided that it wasn't for me; I just hoped there was something better. I knew 

I was not mature enough to marry, so I put love on pause. Rather than trying to rush God, I 

decided to allow His plan to unfold. Using 2 Corinthians 13:5 as a guide, I evaluated myself, and 

eventually came to a place where I was ready for marriage, and thus ready to look for a potential 

mate. 



Getting to Know You 

“I thought that perhaps you and my daughter Julia might enjoy writing and getting 

acquainted with one another.” - Joy Jensen 

Lee: That was the suggestion that shook my world and helped to change my life. I had 

turned 25 two months before, and had only recently allowed myself to think about marriage. The 

timing of the suggestion was important, but so too was the nature of it. This wasn't just an 

ordinary proposal from a mom trying to fix her daughter up; this was purposeful and planned. 

Joy had “studied up on me” and decided that I might be a good match for her daughter. I was 

intrigued by the prospect of getting to know Julia, and humbled by Joy's faith in me. Plus, I just 

couldn't ignore the timing––it was just too perfect. 

Julia: When Mom mentioned this member of an online Bible forum whose maturity and 

spirituality had impressed her, I knew there must be something special about him. Though both 

of us were looking for a mate, we didn’t start out by checking for “chemistry.” Instead, we began 

building a friendship as brother and sister in Christ, and sought to learn what kind of person the 

other was. I was to visit the States that fall, and after discussing it with both my parents and Lee, 

we agreed that a meeting would be valuable. Lee and I then began instant messaging. I wanted 

my parents to be involved to help me judge what kind of man Lee was, as well as to “keep me 

honest,” so until our engagement, I forwarded every conversation that we had to my Mom for her 

to read and pass information along to my Dad. We spent the next month talking frequently in 

anticipation of our meeting. 

The Meeting 

Julia: Lee and I met at a park in Springdale, Arkansas, and the preceding hours were 

nerve-wracking, to say the least. But after we got the first shy “hellos” over with, we both settled 

down and started to enjoy ourselves. Lee was a perfect gentleman, but it wasn’t just his manners 

that impressed me. Throughout our conversations about deep, spiritual topics, I was most struck 

by his wonderful heart that so obviously belonged to God. 

Lee: Since this was a unique circumstance, we wanted to cover as much ground as 

possible; topics ranged from child discipline to the Holy Spirit and everything in between. Yes, 

we covered serious material, and I was seriously nervous; but I was struck by Julia’s spirituality, 

her beauty, and her wit. I came away thinking that this was the girl God had sent for me. We 



agreed to continue building a relationship with an eye toward seeing each other again––this time 

in Africa.  

Falling In Love 

Lee: That night I sent a letter to Julia’s father George asking for his permission to begin 

courting his daughter. He consented as long as we corresponded with each other as well. Julia 

and I continued learning about one another, but we learned more than just what we believed; we 

learned about how we thought and how we behaved. We had fun, we loosened up, and we fell in 

love. I still remember the day that it hit me: “I love her!”  

Julia: When our courtship started, I was incredibly happy and excited, but I also wanted 

to guard my heart until the right time. I was so thankful that my parents provided the experienced 

perspectives and wise counsel that I needed to keep my judgment from being clouded. As I 

learned more about Lee, it became increasingly apparent that we were perfectly suited. Our few 

phone conversations and “Skype dates” (in addition to our chats over instant message) always 

left me beaming, and though we hadn’t yet said “those three little words,” I knew I was deeply in 

love with this man’s beautiful soul. 

The Engagement 

Julia: New Year’s Day, 2010: Lee was to arrive in Africa to meet my family and spend a 

month with us. Before Lee’s arrival, my Dad and I had many heart-to-heart talks––one of which 

concerned boundaries. Following this discussion, Dad wrote Lee a kind but open email, 

informing him of my wishes. First, my conviction was that my first kiss should be on my 

wedding day. Second, I wished to reserve handholding until engagement. Lee wholeheartedly 

agreed with these guidelines, which pleased me immensely. Until our wedding, brief side hugs 

and handholding were the extent of our physical contact. Is that crazy? You might think so at 

first, but what a blessing that by sticking to our boundaries, we were able to greet our wedding 

day without regret or guilt before our Creator––the One whose opinion matters the most! 

         Lee: Flying to Africa was both exciting and intimidating. I wanted so badly for her father 

to like me, and this was such an unusual circumstance that each step we took seemed magnified. 

On my third day there, George took me for “the talk.” We discussed a great many things in that 

African heat, and I, for the first time, vocally expressed my love for Julia. Following the talk, I 

told Julia I loved her for the first time and asked her to marry me. She said yes! Her family was 



already planning on coming to the States for furlough, so the wedding date was set accordingly. 

Julia spent the month of February in Oklahoma getting to know my family and planning our 

wedding, but she had to return to Africa for several months. Finally, she came back to stay in 

June, and we were joined by God in marriage on July 23, 2010. Our Lord has truly blessed us! 

Conclusion 

Because of our experiences, we believe that courtship truly can work regardless of how 

different one’s circumstances may be. We hope that our story will encourage you to consider the 

advantages of courtship. When parents and children desire to work together to the glory of God 

in their relationships, wonderful blessings will follow!  

 

 


